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Abstract 
Through research conducted in a downtown farmer’s market (DTM) in Peter-
borough, Ontario, this research paper aims to address and problematize the 
“ethical consumer” and how it is practised at the everyday level of the DTM. 
This paper contributes to existing urban food research by examining how ethical 
consumerism and food motivations are practised on a micro-level. By focusing 
on market users and market vendors, it examines the motivations on why people 
attend the DTM and their assumptions around the food choices people make. 
Results show that resident’s food choices are determined not only by identity, 
convenience, and ethical eating/responsibility, but also price and social status. It 
also shows that those participating in ethical consumerism and farmers market 
spaces can be exclusive which has underlying issues of race and class. It is re-
vealed that Peterborough is undergoing the process of “green gentrification” 
which can further exacerbate existing issues of exclusion and social justice.  

Relevance to Development Studies 
With threats of climate change and other environmental damage – the conse-
quences of high-consumption lifestyles become more apparent, there is an in-
crease of strategies for people to find ways to continue to consume “while pro-
ducing optimal social outcomes” (Johnston 2008: 241). In turn, alternative food 
networks (AFNs) like farmers markets have become increasingly popular. This 
shows the commodification and co-optation of environmental activism (Alkon 
2012). With the placement of these markets, there is a changing of the neigh-
bourhood – mostly in terms of increased costs of living. Those involved in 
AFNs and promote ethical consumption fail to consider race, class, gender and 
social justice within their activism (Anguelovski 2015a). Food security has also 
been addressed by supplying more food stores which can be a misguided solu-
tion (Guthman 2008) instead of addressing the food accessibility of a commu-
nity. In development, literature has progressed from promoting AFNs as ways 
to cure environmental and social issues to critiquing these networks in excluding 
existing community members. Recent development literature calls for food jus-
tice – “the right to healthy, fresh, affordable and local food for community food 
security” (Anguelovski 2015a: 185-186) – as a way to decrease food insecurity. 
Most literature surrounding AFNs and consumption focus on a macro-level ap-
proach – relating it to larger global systems. This paper will focus on every day 
practises and examining ethical consumption at a micro-level, analysing the nu-
ances that happen within AFNs and how those who participate make their food 
choices. This paper aims to contribute to the growing literature around ethical 
consumerism and its critiques and also to food justice literature. By pursuing 
research in urban food systems and food justice – it can contribute to policy 
changes to properly address food insecurity while benefiting everyone in the 
community rather than only an elite group.  

Keywords 

Farmers Markets; Ethical Consumerism; Food Justice; Green Gentrification; 
Food and Identity; Peterborough, Ontario
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Chapter 1  
Introduction    

1.1 Ethical Consumerism 
Consumerism, as defined by Johnston (2008: 242) refers to, “the ideology sug-
gesting a way of life dedicated to the possession and use of consumer goods.” 
Ethical consumerism is thus the idea that consumers are able to bring about 
social change through shopping (Johnston 2008). It allows citizens to exercise 
individual responsibility towards social and environmental justice (Johnston 
2008). Ethical products are able to satisfy individual’s self-interest with con-
sumption while also providing a discourse of sustainability and social justice for 
society (Johnston 2008). While there are many ways to ethically consume, food 
has become a significant contributor to this movement (Johnston 2008). Ethical 
consumerism is now taking place in niche markets, where consumers are able to 
form their identities and lifestyles (Johnston 2008). Farmers markets become a 
space where people can participate in ethical consumption while also forming 
an identity. Farmers markets have the ability to reinforce a sense of community 
while providing local food which can be a status symbol (Giorda 2018). In farm-
ers markets, food is not just valued for caloric intake but is also valued for its 
drive towards sustainability and social justice (Dreby et al. 2017).  

Food becomes a significant medium to express one’s identity and values. 
With threats of climate change and other environmental harms, people begin to 
take matters into their own hands to support environmental goods. People begin 
to identify as environmentalists through consuming “green products” rather 
than pressuring the government for environmental protection (Alkon 2012). 
This is Michael Pollan’s idea of “voting with your fork” (as cited in Alkon 2012: 
31). By individuals pursuing this form of action, they are taking pressures off 
government and corporations for regulations. This paper will examine how con-
sumers of Peterborough practise ethical consumption activism through a down-
town farmer’s market. “Farmers markets reflect the rise of the green economy; 
they aim to increase environmental protection and justice through buying and 
selling goods” (Alkon 2012: 61). This paper is not examining the effectiveness 
of the Peterborough Downtown Market as an ethical place to shop – but how 
ethical consumption is practised and perceived by its market users. 

1.2 Context of the Study: Peterborough, Ontario  
Peterborough, Ontario is a city located in Southern Ontario, approximately half-
way between Toronto and Ottawa. It was considered a significant city due to the 
General Electric factory, a large employer of the city and producing items which 
were significant for exports of Canada (New York Times 2018). In the 2013-
2014 Canada’s census, out of major metropolitan areas, Peterborough County 
had the highest rate of food insecurity with 1 in 6 households being food inse-
cure (Tarasuk et al. 2014). Peterborough County includes Peterborough city and 
also four other areas surrounding it. Peterborough has a history of having one 
of Canada’s highest unemployment rates (Peterborough Examiner 2013) with 
the unemployment rate reaching around the national average December 2017 
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(New York Times 2018). The unemployment rate may increase as General Elec-
tric is shutting down at the end of 2018 (New York Times 2018). The city is also 
a predominately white neighbourhood, with 93.8% of the population being 
white (StatsCanada 2016). It is also considered a low-income city, with income 
levels around 22% below the Ontario average and 17% below the Canadian av-
erage (Peterborough Examiner 2018b). 

Until recently, there have been two farmers markets located in Peterbor-
ough; the Saturday “Morrow Park” market and the Wednesday “Downtown” 
market. Peterborough farmer’s markets have been a topic of discussion due to 
an investigation on one of the markets causing concern for market users. A 
group of local vendors reported that other vendors at the Saturday market were 
buying items from the Ontario food terminal in Toronto and reselling them at 
the market (Peterborough Examiner 2018a). Consequently, local market vendors 
who spoke up about this issue were kicked out of the market – which led to 
these vendors creating a new downtown market on Saturdays (Global News 
2018a). Therefore, Peterborough currently has three farmers markets – two lo-
cated in the downtown core and the Morrow Park market which is located ap-
proximately a ten-minute drive from downtown. This event has caused market 
users to be even more wary about where they buy their food from.  

Peterborough is currently experiencing a housing crisis. The average income 
of houses has increased by $100,000CAN (approximately 66,666 euro) within 
the past year (Peterborough Examiner 2018b). The average resident spends 
around 67% of their monthly income on rent and utilities and social housing is 
overflowed with 1500 people currently on the waitlist (Peterborough Examiner 
2018b). According to Global News (2018b), “the cost of rent far exceeds the 
income levels people have here [in Peterborough].” There are two contributors 
to Peterborough’s housing crisis: people of higher incomes finding Peterbor-
ough attractive to move to and in general, a lack in the supply of housing (MyKa-
wartha 2018). The lack of supply comes from developers who build new apart-
ments that charge high rents or not wanting to redevelop old buildings because 
it’s challenging (MyKawartha 2018). There are some initiatives taking place to 
address this issue – for example, allowing homes to rent out unused space [as it 
was against the law before] (MyKawartha 2018) and the allocation of money for 
affordable housing units in Peterborough and the surrounding area (Monsef 
2018). As these two initiatives were formed this year, it has yet to make any 
changes to the community. Peterborough is also home to two post-secondary 
schools which brings in many students to the area. Without proper provisioning 
of affordable housing, Peterborough is unable to support this growing popula-
tion. A housing crisis can create a myriad of issues as it is tied to issues of income, 
employment, and food security (Global News 2018b). Therefore, housing has 
major implications for the future of Peterborough’s food security and accessi-
bility. 

Even with a housing crisis and the low-income of residents, the city is also 
undergoing changes in the neighbourhood, especially in the downtown area. In 
April 2018, Peterborough, along with other municipalities in Ontario, have re-
ceived a substantial amount of money from the Ontario government for a 
“Mainstreet Revitalization Initiative” which calls for projects to improve the 
downtown core (Kawartha Now 2018). The reason for this initiative is to assist 
the small businesses of this area by beautifying the storefronts and also increas-
ing tourism (AMO 2018b). People who have been living in the community also 
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noticed these changes, identifying it as “modernising” the town (Interviews 18 
Aug 2018). These changes to Downtown Peterborough have been noticeable 
throughout the fieldwork – with new storefronts advertising health food or well-
ness products, and also the plans for creating a new urban park. Some of these 
changes have occurred within the 10 months of moving away from Peterbor-
ough for this program while other changes have happened since being back from 
fieldwork. While the initiative allows the funding to be allocated towards provi-
sion of affordable housing (AMO 2018a), it has yet to be pursued. Money instead 
is being allocated to beautifying the downtown area for businesses and tourism. 
Economic gains are taking priority over social welfare. This shows that Down-
town Peterborough is undergoing a process of gentrification, risking the low-
income residents of Peterborough to be unable to afford costs of living. 
Through this beautification, Peterborough will become even more attractive to 
those who want to move away from larger cities like Toronto, which can exac-
erbate the housing crisis. 

1.3 Location of Fieldwork: Wednesday Downtown 
Market 

The Peterborough Downtown Market (DTM) was created in 1997 as an alter-
native to the Saturday farmer’s market at Morrow Park. The critique of the Sat-
urday market is that many people believed it is filled with large producers or 
resellers and wanted a market specifically for locally-based small producers (Pe-
terborough Downtown Market 2017). There are market rules and regulations 
that vendors need to meet and follow to ensure they can stay at the market and 
undergo inspections to ensure these rules are being met [please see Appendix 
A]. The DTM operates every Wednesday from the beginning of May to the end 
of October from 8:30 until 14:00 and is a “producer’s only market” (Interview 
18 July 2018). The short season could be due to the market being completely 
outdoors and therefore it is difficult to run during cold Canadian winters. The 
short season can also be seen as increasing the exclusivity of the market as it’s 
only available for a limited time each year. There are thirty market stalls at the 
DTM which vary from week to week depending on seasonality of their product 
or absence. To be considered a farmer’s market in Ontario, 60% of the market 
vendors needs to be farmers – for the DTM, farmers occupy approximately 72% 
of the market (Interview 29 Aug 2018).  

The DTM is organized by a Board of Directors (BoD) and also has a market 
manager (Interview 29 Aug 2018). Potential vendors apply through the BoD 
who will “vet” them based on criteria such as: reputation in the community, the 
vendor being a farmer themselves (rather than a baker or sells homemade 
goods), and if the market does not have their product yet or their products are 
interesting (Interview 29 Aug 2018). This allows the market to have a variety of 
different products and also to ensure they are supporting local farmers.  

Due to the operation time of the DTM, those who work regular nine to five 
schedules are unable to attend the market. But the market can still be surprisingly 
busy on Wednesdays. Those who do work during those times but are located in 
the downtown core attend the market during their lunch hour and shop at the 
prepared food vendors (Interviews, Informal Conversations, Surveys). For those 
who do not fit into that demographic, one vendor noticed that most DTM users 
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tend to be white, middle-aged women (Interview 8 Aug 2018). Others noted a 
common demographic of market users were pregnant women, families with 
younger children and university-educated people (Informal Conversation). 
While at the market this became apparent; upon glances it is obvious that most 
of the market users tend to be white and seemed to be above the ages of thirty. 
Through surveys, the majority of respondents were between the age ranges of 
18-29 and 50-70.  

The DTM is located in the heart of Downtown Peterborough on Charlotte 
Street between George Street and Aylmer Street. This year because of the con-
struction of a new urban park in their old location, the DTM is able to close off 
the street and be located directly onto the road. On the street itself, there are 
restaurants and other outlets which are open during the market. Some outlets on 
this street have opened in the last year boasting of organic health food or health 
and wellness items. On George Street, adjacent to the DTM, the food outlets 
consist of mostly fast food options [please see Appendix G].   

1.4 Statement of the Research Problem 
This research paper aims to address and problematize the “ethical consumer” 
and how it is practised at the everyday level of the DTM. Capitalism pursued by 
large corporations are deemed negative while ignoring the capitalist tendencies 
that exist within local economies (Alkon 2012). In farmer’s markets, while being 
spaces for people to express their identity, also ignore how the local can become 
a site of exclusion (Alkon 2012; Goodman et al. 2011). As ethical consumption 
becomes a site of activism, it excludes the low-income residents of Peterbor-
ough. This leads to a hierarchy of social status, where those who attend the DTM 
gather negative assumptions of those who do not. As the DTM is a place where 
people can engage in the local community and show their representation of the 
community, the local becomes a white middle-class space. Ethical consumption 
in the DTM is defined as ethical in terms of environmental goods, but often 
excludes social responsibilities. By relying on market-based approaches, ethical 
consumption works within the neoliberal framework of capitalism and puts pres-
sure on the individual to solve problems that arise through capitalism’s harmful 
nature (Gunderson 2014). Individuals then begin blame each other for not con-
suming responsibly. Using Belasco’s (2008) framework for food choice motiva-
tions’, the research question will be explored using his three interconnected an-
alytical lenses of identity, convenience, and responsibility. While Belasco’s work 
is useful for beginning to describe how these concepts are motivating people’s 
food choices, it overlooks how race and class issues are present in ethical con-
sumption arenas. Therefore, while using Belasco’s work, this research paper will 
also fill in these gaps to provide a more well-rounded framework to be used in 
the context of Peterborough.  

The central question that this research paper attempts to answer is: 
“How is the concept of ‘local ethical consumerism’ constructed and prac-

tised through customers’ experiences at the Peterborough Farmers Market, and 
what role does it play as a motivating factor in their food choices?” 

The following sub-questions will aid in answering this research question: 
1) What is good food? – this question will examine how consumers select 

their food and what they find important when making food choices. 
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2) What motivates people to come to the market? 
3) How does social media shape the identities of the DTM and its market 

users? – this question will examine what aspects are highlighted in social 
media posts, what is excluded, and the types of words used in posts. 

Due to food security’s close association with proper housing and farmer’s 
markets and health wellness spaces association with gentrification and revitali-
zation, this research question will address what is happening in Peterborough 
currently. By examining “local ethical consumerism” and how it is practised in 
Peterborough, this paper will show how individual responsibility has become the 
main platform to address justice issues and tries to create a specific identity of 
the Peterborough community. Through the idea of individual responsibility, the 
current issues of Peterborough are framed as issues of the individual, rather than 
addressing systemic problems of the community.  

1.5 Theoretical Framework  
This paper refers to different concepts and frameworks to analyse the data. This 
section will define the concepts used and how they have been applied to the 
research. While data will be structured and analysed through Belasco’s frame-
work, this paper will also engage in other development concepts. The other con-
cepts included in this paper will be used to problematize and politicize Belasco’s 
framework, and also fill in the gaps.  

Alternative food networks (AFNs) are defined in this paper as food systems 
that are different to current food networks based on large-scale, industrial pro-
duction (Davey 2018). Examples of AFNs are short food supply chains (Renting 
et al. 2003) and farmers markets. This paper will specifically focus on farmers 
markets. “Farmer’s markets and various other food initiatives focus on local pro-
duction and consumption” (Davey 2018: 854) – and thus can be considered an 
alternative food network. Unlike conventional grocery stores, farmers markets 
allow farmers to have direct sales to their consumers (Alkon 2012). AFNs like 
farmers markets also boast supplying fresh, organic food to its community 
(Alkon 2012).  

Warren Belasco (2008) identifies three primary motivations in people’s food 
choices and what they consume; identity, convenience, and responsibility. He 
expresses that responsibility needs to be given more attention but the main ten-
sions are between convenience and identity (Belasco 2008). Mainly focusing on 
the industrial food system, he examines how people’s identities influence their 
food choices and consumption, how the proliferation of the industrial food sys-
tem has changed people’s diets, and also how individual responsibility is preva-
lent in how people choose their food (Belasco 2008). He examines these three 
motivations through a global perspective – dividing choices between the 
“North” and the “South.” He urges that people need to think about food differ-
ently and that we need to start accepting some inconveniences of a more sus-
tainable food system for the betterment of our health, the environment, and the 
communities that we live in (Belasco 2008).  

Belasco’s framework falls under past alternative food network literature like 
short food supply chains (Renting et al. 2003), the slow food movement (Schnei-
der 2008), and local food systems (Feenstra 1997). This literature focuses on the 
benefits of shortening the food chain and how consumers construct ideas of 
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value and how they can help solve issues of the industrial food system (Renting 
et al. 2003). While these literatures focus on the responsibility consumers have 
to the environment and their health – Belasco also brings in the aspect of identity 
and how that can affect food choices. This framework is relevant in analysing 
general food motivations by organising them under the broader motivations of 
identity, convenience, and responsibility for this paper and examining why peo-
ple attend the DTM. This framework was chosen because these motivations 
were common themes continuously brought up in the data. He skims over the 
larger issues of race and class when discussing food motivations and focuses 
mainly on the individual outside of these systems (Belasco 2008). The limitations 
of this framework are that it ignores obstacles and underlying issues people face 
when consuming food and that not all food “choices” are necessarily a choice. 
By only focusing on macro-levels, Belasco also fails to analyse the differences of 
food choices and motivations that can happen within cities due to race, ethnicity, 
class, and gender. This framework can be improved by considering systemic is-
sues involved in food choices and also including the proliferation of AFNs. By 
adding onto this framework, this paper will be situated with the growing body 
of food justice literature.  

To fill in the gaps of the above framework, this paper will be using four 
other concepts; food justice, localism, ethical consumption/consumer, and so-
cial media narratives. Food justice combines environmental and social justice 
and these movements organize to ensure equitable access of healthy foods to 
marginalized residents in a community (Anguelovski 2015b). This movement 
has, “a vision that brings together food and economic development, improved 
nutrition and health, and community empowerment” (Anguelovski 2015a: 184). 
Food justice groups are often critical of AFNs, as they tend to only improve 
access of healthy foods to wealthier (and often whiter) residents of a community 
(Anguelovski 2015b). This concept will engage with the data by examining the 
perceptions and food motivations of the DTM and market users through a race 
and class perspective. Through the lens of food justice, this paper will critically 
analyse farmer markets and Belasco’s framework. 

Localism is when, “the local is framed as space or context where ethical 
norms and values can flourish” (Goodman et al. 2011: 11). The local also be-
comes a resistance to a larger capitalist industrial food system (Goodman et al. 
2011). But Goodman et al. (2011) is also critical of local food systems as it is 
predominately white middle-class residents who define what is local. Localism is 
often romanticized, lacking reflexivity, and ultimately can lead to exclusion of 
marginalized community members (Goodman et al. 2011). This concept will en-
gage with the data in the identity and responsibility chapters, by examining how 
“the local” and local food is defined in the context of the DTM, who defines 
local, and also how it contributes to exclusion in this space.  

Another concept that will be used throughout this paper is ethical consump-
tion. Johnston (2008) explains that ethical consumption is used as a solution for 
the tensions between the socially-responsible citizen and a consumption lifestyle. 
Ethical consumption therefore is consumption that allows individuals to, “shop 
to satisfy their desires and produce optimal social outcomes” (Johnston 2008: 
241). This type of activism still works within the neoliberal framework of capi-
talism; focusing on the individual to create positive social change. Using market 
users’ experiences, the research paper will examine how ethical consumption is 
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practised at the DTM and how the increase in ideas around ethical consumerism 
has motivated food choices.  

Social media posts created by the vendors and the DTM will be analysed 
using Dreby et al.’s (2017) narratives that farmer’s put forth through social me-
dia. Posts by the vendor’s and the DTM tend to highlight a “community,” “life-
style,” “small-business,” or “market-oriented” narratives as defined by Dreby et 
al. (2017). A farm evoking a community narrative on social media post about 
how the farm has a goal of community-building and provides education to its 
following (Dreby et al. 2017). A farm that has a lifestyle narrative tends to use a 
family story to market their product, posting about daily activities and farm life 
(Dreby et al. 2017). Small business narratives are posts that show the farm as 
being successful due to its dedication to family and its long-standing history as a 
farm (Dreby et al. 2017). Lastly, market-oriented narratives focus on the quality 
of the product in their social media (Dreby et al. 2017). For this paper, the com-
munity and life-style narrative will be the focus for social media posts created by 
vendors and the DTM. Using these narratives, social media posts by the DTM 
and vendors were analysed to see what is included in these posts and how the 
DTM and farmers market food is framed.   

1.6 Scope and Limitations  
This research paper was conducted at the DTM and in downtown Peterborough; 
any information reported about other markets is anecdotal from participants and 
was not collected at those markets. Due to this, I was not able to follow-up in 
those spaces to validate these statements. This is one of the limitations of this 
study; focusing only on one farmers market which occurs once a week through-
out the summer season. Time constraints of the research period itself and the 
limited length of the research paper is why there is a focus on only one of Peter-
borough’s markets. The DTM only operates from May until the end of October 
and does not examine how farmers market operations can change depending on 
changes in seasons as Canada undergoes four different seasons throughout the 
year. While examining micro-levels of ethical consumerism contributes to the 
growing literature on this topic, it also limits this research. By only focusing on 
the micro-level, this research is very context specific and may not be relevant to 
larger global instances or other contexts.  

1.7 Overview of Chapters 
This research paper will be broken down by Belasco’s food motivations; identi-
ties, convenience, and responsibility. Chapter 2 will focus on methodology and 
methods. This will include an overview of the fieldwork, how the data was col-
lected, challenges that arose during the fieldwork period, ethical considerations, 
and positionality. Chapter 3 will examine how food choices and shopping forms 
individual and collective identities. It will also include how social media is used 
in farmer’s market settings and aids in developing identities. Chapter 4 will ana-
lyse aspects of convenience and how convenience influences market users and 
non-market users in food choices and their ideas of “good food.” It also exam-
ines from the view of the producer who makes decisions of what they provide 
or where they sell based on their own conveniences. Chapter 5 will look at how 
responsibility motivates market users to attend the DTM. Responsibility will be 
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divided by personal responsibility, environmental responsibility, and social re-
sponsibility. In the conclusion, this paper will suggest possible changes to be 
made to policy or to AFNs and where future research is needed to continue to 
add onto this topic.  
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Chapter 2  
Methodology 

2.1 Methodological Framework 
I will be using qualitative research methodology with ethnography to pursue this 
research. Ethnography, according to Cerwonka (2007: 14) is looking at, “how 
social structures, relationships, and processes produce cultural forms that in turn 
shape individual consciousness and practises.” Ethnography is an interpretive 
approach that also requires flexibility (Hammersley & Atkinson 2007) making it 
an appropriate choice for this research. Ethnographic strategies, like mapping 
and participant observation, help analyse the DTM and downtown Peterbor-
ough. Ethnography involves the researcher being a part of the daily lives of par-
ticipants, observing everyday occurrences in the form of participant observation 
(Hammersley & Atkinson 2007). To complement the ethnographic approach, 
qualitative interviewing was also used in this research process in the form of 
semi-structured interviews. Participant observation became a significant method 
to collect research as I was able to see the interactions between vendors and 
market users in what I assume as the most common and neutral situation. That 
being said, as a researcher, I will always have an influence on those who I am 
researching. While it is possible for ethnography to have researchers that “cov-
ertly” involve themselves in the lives of the participants (Hammersley & Atkin-
son 2007: 3), this can still have an influence on how the participants are interact-
ing. Qualitative interviewing complemented this research by gathering further 
information on notes from participant observation. These two research methods 
worked well together as ethnography allowed me to examine how people inter-
acted at the market and how it functioned while qualitative interviewing allowed 
me to put that information into a better context. Ethnography also allowed me 
to look at how ethical consumption is practised on a weekly basis through the 
DTM.  

2.2  Overview of Field Research 
This area was chosen to conduct field research as Peterborough is a place where 
I lived for five years from 2012 until 2017 before moving to The Hague for this 
program. It is a place where I am familiar and have connections in and have 
noticed the changes myself while living there and returning for fieldwork. The 
fieldwork period was from July 16, 2018 until August 29, 2018 where I lived in 
the downtown area of Peterborough with people who I knew before. Every 
Wednesday I would go to the market during set times – some mornings, some 
afternoons, and a few full days. Different times allowed me to observe the mar-
ket during different periods of the day to notice any changes. This led to seven 
market days total in which I conducted participant observation, interviews, in-
formal conversations, and surveys. On other days, I would interview non-market 
users, conduct observation of the downtown area, prepare for the next market 
day, and analyse the data that had been collected.  

Overall, six DTM vendors were interviewed, four were recorded and tran-
scribed, one of those vendors did not own the farm itself and was an employee. 
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The other two interviews were written down in a notebook during the interview. 
These interviews were conducted during market hours. Four were produce ven-
dors, one was a meat vendor – specifically chicken and pork, one was a specialty 
stall selling speciality food items like artisanal chocolates and drinks. Four non-
market users were interviewed which was recorded and transcribed. Two of the 
non-users were current college students, one was a recent university graduate, 
and one was retired. Of this group, three identified as women while one identi-
fied as a man. The market manager was also interviewed which was not recorded 
but written in a notebook. Informal conversations happened at the market with 
vendors, market users, and the market manager. Data from these conversations 
were either written down during or immediately after they were finished. All 
fieldnotes, interviews, and conversations were typed onto a computer following 
the market days to be analysed. Forty-one market user surveys were completed, 
twenty-five women, fifteen men, and one person who identified as agender. The 
participants who completed the survey were between the ages of 20 and 80, with 
the highest response from the age range of 20 to 29. Majority of the participants 
were white (34), two participants identified as “mixed race”, three participants 
were people of colour, and two participants did not answer the question.  

2.3 Procedure 
Data collection for this research was held in three locations: the DTM, Down-
town Peterborough, and social media websites Facebook and Instagram. Twitter 
is not included as a part of the research study as it was underutilized by partici-
pants. The means of collecting data included market-user surveys, participant 
observation at the market, social media analysis, semi-structured interviews, in-
formal conversations, and mapping. Participant observation included attending 
the DTM and sitting with vendors on market days. This allowed me to observe 
the processes and interactions between vendors and market users. It also allowed 
me to have informal conversations with the vendors in between customers and 
when the market was slow. Sometimes these conversations would be about the 
market while other times it would be about ourselves which in turn, built rap-
port. Surveys were conducted with market users. Informal conversations hap-
pened between vendors, the market manager, and market users as they were 
filling out surveys. Mapping included the DTM itself and also the food environ-
ment of Downtown Peterborough.   

Using purposeful sampling, 41 surveys were completed by market users. 
Respondents were approached at the market while they were walking through 
or when observing a vendor stall, they were asked by myself or vendors if they 
would like to participate after they purchased their items. Six vendors were in-
terviewed for this study – chosen either through active participation or purpose-
ful sampling. Some vendors came forward and said that they were interested in 
being interviewed. Purposeful sampling occurred when I was walking through 
the market observing, some vendors would stop me to talk and ask for further 
information about myself or the study – and then I would ask if they want to 
participate in an interview. I tried to obtain a variety of vendors from produce, 
to meat, and specialty food items. Using social media, non-market users were 
found using active participation through advertising and snowball sampling. I 
posted on Facebook to my followers if they wanted to participate in a research 
study and did not attend the DTM; this led to people “tagging” friends that they 
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knew who live in the Peterborough area. This led to two interviews initially. I 
ended up interviewing an acquaintance who then took me around downtown 
Peterborough to interview people they know who works downtown but do not 
attend the market.  
After data collection, semi-structured interviews and informal conversations 
were manually coded. Categories for organizing the data were labelled as the 
different motivations stated by Belasco. Surveys were also coded to follow these 
categories. Data that did not fit were noted aside to try to find different themes. 
By analysing different answers and themes – three “sub-motivations” became 
apparent under Belasco’s food motivations. Identity was divided into individual, 
collective, and social media identities, convenience was divided into time, price, 
and food criteria, and lastly responsibility was divided by personal, social, and 
environmental. Surveys were examined and organized based on similarities and 
differences of individuals answers. Demographic characteristics were tallied and 
answers were sorted and grouped by the question asked. Due to the surveys 
being open-ended, answers had to be organized and modified to fit under one 
category. For example, if a market user answered “good atmosphere” under their 
favourite aspect of the market while another user answered “good vibes” – these 
both were put under an “atmosphere” category.  

2.4 Limitations & Challenges of Data Collection 
This section of the paper will overview the limitations of the research due to the 
sampling style and methodology that was chosen. It will also discuss the chal-
lenges that occurred while collecting and analysing data. These limitations and 
challenges recognized are those which I found significant during the fieldwork 
period. While some challenges are expected during any research period, some 
were unexpected.  

Ethnographic Approach – Choosing ethnography as the main methodology for 
this study does come with its challenges. As expressed by Hammersley (1992: 
85), when conducting ethnography, researchers tend to have an issue with “gen-
eralisability.” That is, because ethnography focuses on one case or a few small-
scale cases, it can be difficult to relate it to a larger theory or make relevant out-
side of the context it is in (Hammersley 1992). This was an observation made by 
Goodman & Goodman (2009) who explained that in AFN literature, due to a 
heavy ethnographic approach to local networks, it lacks theoretical development. 
The challenge for this research was to make relevant a study about an AFN lo-
cated in Peterborough to development theories and also have an original contri-
bution to literature.  

Weather - As the DTM is an outdoor-only market, one of the main factors 
that affected data collection was the weather in both positive and negative ways. 
Over the span of fieldwork, Peterborough underwent heat warnings. These heat 
warnings afterwards were sometimes met with thunderstorms. A few Wednes-
days throughout the summer were rainy and hot – making the DTM slower than 
usual. As Wednesdays were the most appropriate time for sampling market us-
ers, this did have an effect on the research. It was much harder to sample market 
users who were interested in filling out a survey and having an interview after-
wards. To overcome this challenge required flexibility and rearranging the re-
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search design. It was easier for market users to fill out a survey rather than com-
mit to an interview, therefore, instead of a small amount of surveys and inter-
views with market-users I decided to only conduct a large amount of surveys. 
With the market being slower than usual, this allowed for a perfect opportunity 
to speak to more vendors. Due to this, I added questions to vendor interviews 
asking about their perceptions on market users and non-market users.  

Open-Ended Survey Questions – This was a challenge that arose during the anal-
ysis of the surveys. For surveys without any options, while I received some long, 
informative answers from participants, I also received short, vague answers – 
some that were unhelpful to the research. With open-ended questions, you re-
ceive a variety of answers which can be positive, but can also make it difficult to 
categorize for analysis. With this type of survey, market users need to take more 
time to fill it out which many people were disinterested in. I feel if the survey 
had more closed questions and different options for market users to choose 
from, I would have been able to retrieve more surveys and more precise answers. 

Snowball Sampling – This sampling method is when one participant gets you 
into contact with people they know to participate in the research (King & Hor-
rocks 2010). As noted by King & Horrocks (2010: 34), this can become a limi-
tation in research because with this sampling method, the participant usually in-
troduces other potential participants that are “like minded” and similar in 
demographic. This happened with the interviews of non-market users; when 
snowball sampling was used, the participants who I was introduced to were also 
young adults, either currently attending or recently graduated from post-second-
ary school – just like the initial participant. This limits the study as the majority 
of my non-market users were of similar demographics and could possibly pro-
vide similar answers within the interview and therefore limiting analysis. While 
this did provide a limitation, this type of sampling method was used as it was 
offered by the initial participant and I had difficulty finding non-market users on 
my own.  

Busy/Unreliability/Market Hours – Due to the summer being busy for farmers 
in terms of on farm work and at the market, there was an unreliability in partic-
ipants. For example, one week a vendor would express interest in being inter-
viewed and have me sit at their stall for the next week and when that time came 
around, I was told it was too busy that day for them to have an interview. This 
would also happen if an interview was planned near the end of the market day 
and by the time market users would stop coming to the stall, it was time for the 
vendor to pack up and leave. Due to vendors having other obligations after the 
market, it was difficult to continue interviews after market hours. The best and 
most convenient time for vendors to be interviewed was only once a week during 
the market hours which made fieldwork more difficult. This also limited partic-
ipants as it was difficult to speak to many prepared food vendors as they always 
had long line-ups of market users and had no time for an interview.  

Burn-Out – With the structure of this program, students have little time to 
take a break from school and assignments. While fieldwork burn out is a chal-
lenge, I experienced burn out quicker during the fieldwork period due to the rest 
of the year catching up to me. This was noticeable on market days – at the start 
of the fieldwork period, I would immediately write my fieldnotes after I returned 
from the market. When a few weeks had passed, the amount of time between 
returning from the market and writing up my notes increased. It was more dif-
ficult to be excited about the research later on in the fieldwork period.  
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2.5  Positionality  
Different aspects of your identity influence different parts of your research 

(Mullings 1999), this can include types of questions that are asked, how data is 
collected, and even how participants respond to you. It is important to note that 
these aspects of power are fluid and negotiated (Merriam et al. 2001), and thus 
is dependent on the context. I am a young, white, educated female from a mid-
dle-income family pursuing research. Mullings (1999) expressed that researchers 
tend to be in a position of power as they choose the questions that are asked, 
what is included in the research, and also how the information is analysed. As 
the position of a researcher – I identified as an outsider, but I can also be con-
sidered an insider (Mullings 1999). Living in Peterborough for five years before 
moving to the Hague and with both sides of my family growing up in Peterbor-
ough, I was able to build a reputation with participants in this study. Guthman 
(2008) concluded that food projects like farmers markets placed in low-income 
communities tend to resonate with white middle-income residents and that these 
spaces perpetuate whiteness, often excluding those who do not fit into those 
identities. I fit into the profile of someone who would attend a farmer’s market. 
My identity and my connection with Peterborough allowed for easy access to 
participants for this study. In Peterborough and the DTM, I felt included and 
comfortable in the space – while not everyone wanted to talk to me, people were 
polite and explained why instead of ignoring me. This is a very different experi-
ence than those who may be excluded from farmers markets. Being this close to 
the market as well made it difficult to be critical because of my connections with 
Peterborough and its community. Throughout this research process I was re-
flecting on my positionality and its contributions to my work.  

2.6 Ethics 
Many steps were taken to ensure that the research process was ethical and pro-
tected the participants from harm. For this study, the main objectives of ethics 
were for participants to be informed, to know that what they are saying will be 
used for an academic paper, to ensure confidentiality for the participant, and 
lastly for them to know that they can revoke consent at any time. Before entering 
the field, the market manager was contacted about the research. I explained the 
reason of the paper and how I was planning on conducting research. I received 
permission to use the DTM as a space to conduct research and was introduced 
to those involved in the market. For each interview, oral informed consent was 
given [please see Appendix C]. I chose this approach instead of written consent 
as I did not want participants to feel as though they were “signing away” their 
consent. Participants were also provided with the form so they could keep it to 
review and have my contact information. Participants were also informed that 
at any time they can withdraw from the interview or revoke their interview af-
terwards if they did not feel comfortable. At the beginning of each survey, there 
was a paragraph to inform market users about the research, confidentiality, and 
what the information would be used for.  
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Chapter 3  
You Are What You Eat: Food and Identity 
Construction 

Belasco (2008: 8) discusses identity construction as a motivation of consumer 
food choice which involves, “personal preference, pleasure, creativity, the sense 
of who you are, and where you are.” Food choice and consumption expresses 
not only individual but also collective identities (Belasco 2008), creating feelings 
of community and a sense of belonging. “People use food to speak with each 
other, to establish rules of behaviour, and to reveal ‘what you are’” (Belasco 
2008: 15). This chapter will explore the last part of that statement – how con-
sumption at a farmer’s market formulates who and what you are as a consumer 
– both individually and collectively. While Belasco focuses mainly on ethnic or 
regional identities to food; the identities that I saw being constructed through 
the consumption at the DTM are those of a middle-class and socially conscious 
consumer. Using conversations with vendors, market-users, and non-market us-
ers alike, it becomes apparent the perception of the types of people that attend 
the market. Each of these participants were asked their perceptions on why they 
think people attend or do not attend the market, providing an idea of the as-
sumptions made around market users and non-market users.  

3.1 Individual Identity Construction 
Johnston (2008) explains that consumption, especially ethical consumption, be-
came popular because it is a way that people can frame their identity. Vendors 
and the market stress education as an important factor for attending the DTM. 
Whether this was formal education; as a vendor stated that popularity of farmers 
markets in Peterborough was due to the two universities we have or just being 
aware about food and food systems (Informal Conversation & Interviews). 
Some participants even stated that while farmers market food is more expensive, 
people will find it worth it if they are educated. One vendor said that they wished 
people were more educated about farm work and that food is cheap at grocery 
stores due to subsidies and exploited labour (Interview 8 Aug 2018). These as-
sumptions indicate that the identity of people who go to the market are knowl-
edgeable, university educated people who “care” about the food that they are 
eating. Identities with food can also be expressed through rituals and traditions 
(Belasco 2008). Vendors noted that they see the same people who attend the 
DTM every week which was noticeable during observation. It becomes a part of 
people’s routine and tradition to come to the market every Wednesday. Food 
can also bring about personal recollections – motivating people on their food 
shopping (Belasco 2008). For example, a market user said that they came to the 
market because it reminded them of the markets “back home” in Egypt (Survey). 
While still expressing issues with the pricing of products, his recollection of per-
sonal experiences in Egypt from the DTM brings him to the market.  

Buying food from a farmer’s market has become a way that people are able 
to display their status and knowledge about food. “Consumption of green prod-
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ucts remain an expression of middle-class identity” (Alkon 2012: 145). One ven-
dor explained that people enjoy serving food to others and say that “their friend 
grew that” or saying that they know who grew it (Interview 29 Aug 2018). 
Farmer’s market food is a topic that can be discussed around the table. Cohen 
(2018: 4) states that, “food culture shapes identity and status and is integral to 
gentrification.” One of the motivations behind ethical consumerism is that the 
consumer is able to shape and show off their identities.  By notifying other peo-
ple about their knowledge and consumption of farmer’s market food – consum-
ers are notifying their class and wealth in a socially acceptable way. “Taste as an 
aesthetic has become a sign of privilege” (Guthman 2003: 52). Guthman (2003) 
explains that one’s taste has become a performance of identity. Through AFNs, 
one is able to display their tastes of high quality, expensive, local food.  

Individual identity can also be a reason why some people do not go to the 
market or do not buy all their groceries from the market. One non-market user 
explained that they need to buy things that you are not able to at the market like 
Chinese vegetables because of their mother who they live with (Interview 18 
Aug 2018). A market user had also expressed that while they do shop at the 
market they also go to the local Chinese grocer in town among others, listing 
products that you are unable to get at the DTM (Survey). This shows that while 
some people form part of their identity through shopping at the DTM, there is 
a wide range of identities and tastes that people have – some which are more 
important than others. With the DTM’s regulations of what can be sold, majority 
of the products have to be made within the 100km radius. This means that the 
products, especially the produce, needs to be able to endure the Canadian climate 
and grow in the area. While many things can grow in the Peterborough area from 
May to October, they may not be culturally appropriate for all of its residents.  

3.2 Collective Identity Construction 
The recent events surrounding Peterborough’s farmers markets has caused the 
creation of the identity of the market-user that attends specifically the DTM in-
stead of the other Morrow Park market. It has been expressed that some market 
users have “boycotted” the Morrow Park market after learning that there were 
resellers and do not support the real local farmers (Informal Conversations). 
When asked where else people shop, there were more people saying that they 
attend the new downtown market on Saturdays than people who shopped at the 
Morrow Park market (Surveys). People who come to the DTM are those who 
want “truly” local food or do not want to be involved in the issues of the Mor-
row Park market (Informal Conversations). Even in the group of ethical con-
sumers, there are some consumers considered more ethical or more dedicated 
to responsibility than others.  

Not only is there an identity construction around the market user as a “so-
cially-conscious, knowledgeable consumer” but there is identity construction of 
Peterborough and its residents. Through the DTM, other farmers markets, and 
its recent revitalization, Peterborough begins to construct the identity as an en-
vironmental city. Three out of the four non-market users discussed how Peter-
borough has changed since they moved into the neighbourhood. As stated by 
one of the non-market users, “Peterborough is probably the best city for 
farmer’s markets” due to its environmental initiatives, restaurants buying local 
produce, and also because of the two post-secondary schools that buy local food 
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for their restaurants on campus (Interview 18 Aug 2018). This identity of an 
environmentally-friendly city can attract future residents who may be interested 
in these spaces. These accounts described aspects that can trigger or exacerbate 
gentrification without using that term. Some examples of these include the cre-
ation of bike lanes, modernisation of the neighbourhood, more community or 
environmental events and the opening of more stores in the downtown area 
(Interviews 18 Aug 2018).  

The DTM situating its vendors within a 100km radius and boasting about 
its locality, creates an identity of “Peterborough food.” Peterborough is roman-
ticized through these lenses, showing what is included and excluded from the 
collective identity of its market users and even non-market users. Many partici-
pants expressed the importance of supporting local Peterborough farmers or 
Canadian farmers. While this includes an obligation of social responsibility 
which will be further examined in Chapter 5, there is also an identity aspect to 
these statements. By continuously using the word “Canadian” or “Peterbor-
ough” farmers or food, participants expressed aspects of nationalism or localism. 
It implies that Canadian or Peterborough products are “good” compared to 
products that come from elsewhere. Guthman (2008) noted this while examin-
ing alternative food practises, that localism can have underlying xenophobia; be-
ing from Peterborough or Canada is deemed superior. As said by a vendor, “a 
farmers market is a reflection of its own community” (Interview 29 Aug 2018). 
That is, a farmer’s market is more than just a place where people go to buy food 
– it becomes a place where people can become involved and socialize in their 
community and also represents Peterborough. But, by saying a farmer’s market 
reflects its own community can leave others who are unable to participate in 
these spaces and ultimately become excluded from this reflection. 

In the surveys, market users answered how long they have been attending 
the market and there is a drastic difference between white market users and peo-
ple of colour. Those who identified as a person of colour or “mixed” seemed to 
have only been attending the DTM recently – the longest period of time was 4 
years. This is compared to market users who identified themselves as white who 
have been attending for many years – the longest period of time being 21 years 
which was an answer for multiple users. There is also a drastic difference in the 
number of white market users and people of colour who attend the market – 
making it difficult to compare the quantitative information. These differences 
could mean that the DTM identifies more with the white residents of Peterbor-
ough, leaving non-white residents feeling out-of-place or excluded from the 
space and thus have only participating more recently. Only one person of colour 
wrote down “community” as one of their favourite aspects of the market – 
which was a more frequent answer with white market users. This could explain 
that there is less of a community feel for people of colour at the DTM.  

3.3 Social Media as a Performance of Identity 
Social media has become an outlet where you can create a brand for yourself – 
whether you are an individual, a vendor, or the market manager. While individ-
uals tend to stick to social media sites like Facebook or Instagram, some vendors 
and the DTM have websites which can go further into detail about their busi-
ness. Vendors were asked if and how they use social media in terms of their 
business, market users and non-market users were asked if they have ever used 
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social media to post about the market, food, or their food consumption and if 
they knew anyone else who did. Websites and social media pages of certain ven-
dors and the DTM were collected to see what was being posted, the words that 
were being used, and what was being excluded from the posts. Market user’s 
posts were excluded from this research due to ethical considerations and time 
limitations.  

Vendor’s explained that they post updates on how produce is growing, pho-
tos of their farm, and their stalls on market days which fits in with Dreby et al.’s 
(2017) lifestyle narrative. This allows farmers to show accountability with their 
products and brings their followers into their lives. It is used as a way to advertise 
products and also build consumer confidence; which seems to be a bigger ne-
cessity since it was revealed that there were some resellers instead of farmers at 
the Morrow Park market. On the other hand, the DTM social media invokes a 
community-based narrative as described by Dreby et al. (2017). This could be 
because it does not have to prove transparency – as the vendors are already doing 
that – but it wants to show how the DTM benefits the community. Many posts 
are photos of the street captioned as “transforming” the neighbourhood, others 
are photos of products sold at the market using terms like “bounty” or express-
ing its locality (Social Media). Some posts are about community events outside 
of food that occur during the market days – showing how the Peterborough 
community outside of agriculture can also be involved in the market (Social Me-
dia). Through the community-based narrative, the DTM is able to solidify itself 
as a significant contributor to the Peterborough community. Through advertis-
ing, producers are able to frame what consumers want or need (Gunderson 
2014). In this context, the DTM and vendors are able to frame what “good food” 
is.  

In social media and website content, certain aspects are highlighted while 
others are hidden. Belasco (2008) uses an example of Nabisco, the company that 
founded Oreos, provides a section on their website where Oreo consumers can 
share their personal memories, but is moderated to post only positive memories. 
Aspects that are excluded from these posts tend to be negative (Belasco 2008). 
This also happens with the social media posts of the vendors and the DTM. 
While the beauty and locality of products are highlighted in these posts, price is 
often excluded. The social media used in the DTM context forms the identity of 
a market that benefits Peterborough by providing “good food” to its community 
without addressing that their products are only accessible to certain people. 
[Please see Appendix E for examples of social media posts] 

 Out of 41 surveys, 18 participants stated that they posted on social media 
about food, the market, or their food consumption. These answers ranged from 
“not really” or “not regularly” to “yes.” One participant even explained they did 
because everything at the market was “so beautiful” (Survey). While some par-
ticipants expressed that they do not use social media themselves to post about 
food, they know people who do. A vendor addressed that they often see people 
they know come to the market and later post a photo on social media, even if 
they did not buy anything (Interview 29 Aug 2018). Even without purchasing a 
product, the DTM becomes a place that can prove someone’s status. The vendor 
further explained this happens because being at a farmer’s market is “hip” or 
“trendy” (Interview 29 Aug 2018). Vendors who do not use social media often 
explained that they know they need to start or they are trying to develop it (In-
terviews). This shows that social media is not the main priority of farmers to 
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reach out to their consumers but they realize its importance in advertising. This 
could be due to the reliance of existing relationships they have with long-stand-
ing market users while realizing the need to reach out to new potential consum-
ers.  

By emphasizing beauty and locality in these posts, the market frames good 
food as aesthetically pleasing and also originates from a short distance. In some 
farmers markets, “space is reduced to good and bad distances” (Slocum 2006: 
8). This seems to be evident in the social media posts of the DTM, framing local 
food as good while non-local is bad. The posts also emphasize social responsi-
bility with captions that include terms like “hard-working” or that farmers will 
always be at the market no matter the weather (Social Media). It expresses a 
social contract in which farmers work hard and endure bad weather to provide 
food for the community so people should come to the market and support them 
– this will be further addressed in section 5.2.  

White is considered the “default” in these spaces, which was noticeable 
while surveying market users. At the end of the surveys, questions about the 
demographics of market users were asked including age, race, and gender iden-
tity. The market users who had an issue with that question were white – either 
asking why I was asking that question, how it was a weird question or leaving it 
blank. Some users used the term “white” when answering the question and oth-
ers would put terms like “Caucasian,” “Canadian,” or other terms used in re-
placement of white. Guthman (2008: 434) suggests that this is due to the invisi-
bility of “white” in these spaces and the denial of white privilege. The surveys 
noted that the majority of people who attend the market are white. This fits in 
with current literature which states that due to the exclusivity of these AFNs, 
people of colour often do not participate (Anguelovski 2015a). Whiteness then, 
tends to be a part of AFNs and ethical consumption practises.  

Green consumerism allows consumers to differentiate themselves from 
“non-ethical” consumers (Gunderson 2014). While Belasco (2008) examines 
how identities influence food motivations, he does little examination of how 
food choices can also form identities beyond cultural identities. By analysing 
these assumptions, we can see how participants divide and categorize themselves 
through their food choices. Food shapes who we are while simultaneously shap-
ing who we are not (Belasco 2008). Suggesting the type of people who attend 
the market also suggests the identities of the people who do not attend the mar-
ket. Thus, by saying market users are people who are educated and care about 
what they put in their body – people are also suggesting those who do not go to 
the market (or are unable to) do not care and are not intelligent. Wendell Berry 
(as cited in Belasco 2008: 57) said, “industrial eaters are simply ignorant, irre-
sponsible, and easily deceived.” Belasco (2008) does not critically address this 
statement. When education is also based on “formal education” like attending 
universities, these can also have class-based implications. While aspects of envi-
ronmental responsibility or justice is highlighted in the collective identity of Pe-
terborough, aspects of social justice are often ignored. None of the participants 
discussed Peterborough as being a low-income community, having high unem-
ployment rates, or the housing crisis. When discussing changes in the city, the 
terms used were modernising or revitalising, “brightening it up” (Interview 18 
Aug 2018), not gentrification, displacement, or the closing of downtown stores. 
These instances show that the identity of those who attend farmer’s markets and 
the collective identity of the DTM and Peterborough is a white middle-class 
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identity. Defining a community has an aspect of exclusion – groups can only be 
defined in reference to those who do not belong (Alkon 2012). While it can bring 
people close together – the local identity, “is constructed through race, class, and 
lifestyle” (Alkon 2012: 98). While it can be a friendly atmosphere if you belong 
to the farmer’s market, it can also be unfriendly if you do not.  

This section has overviewed how identity can shape food choices and how 
food can be used to show off these identities. It examines how market users and 
vendors perceive themselves which in turn expresses how they perceive those 
who do not use the market. This section also examines how the DTM, vendors, 
and market users frame their collective identities through the market and while 
also defining what is local. Only the positive aspects of Peterborough are in-
cluded in this definition while its systemic issues are ignored. Through the anal-
ysis of social media, the data shows how vendors and the DTM frame “good 
food” to its consumers. Good food in this context is defined as local and aes-
thetically pleasing rather than financially accessible to the community. Ethical 
consumerism and farmers markets become a way in which identities can be ex-
pressed.  
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Chapter 4  
Conditionality of  Convenience  

Convenience in terms of food, defined by Belasco (2008), includes price, availa-
bility, and also requirements of time as a part of food preparation. Belasco (2008) 
does acknowledge that there are disparities in which people are afforded differ-
ent amounts of convenience – often unavailable to the world’s poor – and also 
notes that in order to start fixing the food system, people should deal with more 
inconveniences. Belasco (2008) references critics ideas that the industrial food 
system and the convenience it provides us through pre-prepared food brings 
about a loss of independence and knowledge about food and cooking. This 
chapter will examine how time and price motivates the food choices of Peter-
borough residents, and also food criteria. Food criteria will examine the set of 
characteristics that people look for in food before choosing it and what is con-
sidered “good food.” It will also problematise the assumptions made by Belasco 
who only examines these categories globally without analysing these issues in a 
local context. By leaving out the local context, Belasco divides his work between 
the “rich North” and the “poor South” – which can exclude micro-level dispar-
ities.  

4.1 Time 
Many participants have expressed the convenience of the DTM’s location, being 
at the heart of downtown Peterborough. Many survey participants have noted 
that their favourite part of the DTM was that it was close to work, they were 
able to come during their lunch break, or it was walking distance from their 
home (Surveys). If you work downtown, the DTM offers people to be able to 
grab food and groceries on their lunch break, saving them time after work for 
food preparation. The vendors and market manager also expressed the signifi-
cance of the “lunch rush” in which people, mainly from the office jobs down-
town, during their lunch hour would fill up the market (Informal Conversations 
& Interviews). This could be because these jobs may offer their employees an 
hour for lunch rather than fast food places that may offer fifteen to thirty-minute 
breaks – not leaving enough time for employees to attend the farmer’s market 
and shop. The downtown location, while being beneficial to some, also steers 
non-market users away from it. Two non-market users who live outside of 
Downtown Peterborough discussed the difficulty of its location mainly due to 
lack of parking and traffic (Interviews). One interviewee who works at a mall 
attached to a supermarket said that even though the supermarket is farther away 
from her home than the DTM, it is more convenient for her to go there as she 
can go on break or after work to buy food (Interview 18 Aug 2018). This is a 
similar strategy that is used by market users who work downtown.  

Due to the DTM’s hours of operation – on a weekday in the morning to 
early afternoon – it can make it difficult for those who do not work in the area 
with lengthy breaks to attend the market. With non-market users, the hours of 
the market made it difficult for them to attend. Two non-market users stated 
that the DTM did not fit in with their work schedule and that they worked during 
the hours it was open or could not get up early enough to attend before work 
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(Interviews). Therefore, it is necessary for them to go to grocery stores that fit 
in with their work schedule; open late or open on other days. Very few market 
users and vendors discussed the hours of operation as being a limitation for 
people to attend the market. By excluding this from their observations, they im-
ply that the responsibility should be place on the individual to find time to attend 
the DTM, rather than the DTM accommodating different schedules.  

Another aspect of time and convenience that is not addressed by Belasco is 
that you are unable to buy everything you need at a farmer’s market, like dry 
goods and household items. Vendors, the market manager, and market users all 
expressed the different places they shop to get everything they need. Therefore, 
when you spend time at the market – people still need to spend time shopping 
elsewhere. This was stated as being a limitation by one vendor, who explained 
that people may not come to the DTM because they do not want to walk to the 
market and grab a few things and that some people like to just stop at one place 
and grab everything that they need (Interview 29 Aug 2018). While this can be a 
legitimate issue – especially when people have inflexible work schedule – when 
discussing with non-market users, this was not the main deterrent for attending 
the market. While the statement made by the vendor implies an aspect of lazi-
ness; that non-market users do not “want” to have to shop at more than one 
place rather than they are unable to – interviews with non-market users have 
expressed the opposite. Three out of the four non-market users discussed how 
they shop at different grocery stores – usually one budget grocery store and one 
full-service grocery store, depending on prices and what they need (Interviews). 
For example, when asked where they buy their food, one non-market user said 
they go to No Frills – a Canadian budget grocery store – and Sobeys which is a 
full-service grocery store. The interviewee explained they go to No Frills for cost 
effectiveness but Sobeys to buy products that you are unable to get at No Frills 
like deli meat [No Frills does not have a deli section] (Interview 25 Aug 2018). 
Another non-market user explained that they will go “wherever there is a sale” 
(Interview 18 Aug 2018). These interviews show that non-market users are not 
lazy as perceived by some comments, but may spend more time with food shop-
ping to ensure they get the best deals to fit within their budget. As stated by 
Goodman et al. (2011), low-income residents do not necessarily choose what is 
closest when shopping for food – they will often go further away to purchase 
the cheapest products. This is the tension between accessibility and availability. 
Anugelovski (2015a) also expressed that the location is only one of many deter-
minants of why people choose to shop where they do. While the DTM may be 
located in the heart of downtown Peterborough, increasing the availability of 
healthy food, it is still not accessible to all of the Peterborough community. We 
therefore need to further examine how the cost of food is a motivation for peo-
ple’s food choices.  

4.2 Price 
“Pricing and poverty are crucial elements determining the real access for food 
for historically marginalized groups” (Anguelovski 2015b: 1214). There are many 
factors that determine the pricing of food. Due to government subsidies, food 
products like meat at the supermarket are cheap (Belasco 2008). The introduc-
tion of concentrated animal feeding operations has allowed cheap meat to be 
readily available (Winson & Choi 2017). This can have an effect on the food 
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choices of what people eat and also the choices of what vendors sell. A current 
produce vendor explained how he started in farmer’s markets selling pork and 
produce was used to fill up the spaces in his stall. He later noticed that selling 
produce was more successful and he switched to selling only produce. He ex-
plained that people are less likely to buy meat from a farmer’s market when it is 
so cheaply available at the supermarket – and the pricing is difficult to compete 
with (Interview 8 Aug 2018). This was evident when also interviewing one of 
the meat vendors at the DTM; unlike the other interviews which had to be 
paused multiple times so the vendor can help customers – the interview with the 
meat vendor only had to be paused once. This can show that people are less 
willing to spend more money on meat due to a larger difference in pricing. This 
could also show that those who attend the DTM are more likely to be vegetarian 
or vegan which is why meat is bought less frequently. During the interview, the 
meat vendor did inform me that they discount their product at the end of the 
season (Interview 22 Aug 2018) and therefore market users may have been wait-
ing for the end of the season to buy meat products.  

As stated in section 4.1, many people cannot only shop at a farmer’s market 
and will also have to go to different stores to grab everything that they need. 
Two vendors with families discussed how they were unable to buy everything 
from a market. One explained that they have a family of eight, so the most cost-
effective grocery store option for their family is to buy their food at Costco (In-
terview 8 Aug 2018) – a wholesale store where you can buy items in bulk. The 
other vendor said she had a small family of five where the children are young, 
so while it would be nice for them to solely shop at farmers markets, it can be 
expensive which is difficult for a family just “starting out” (Interview 29 Aug 
2018). She used an example of a market in Toronto where you can even buy 
dried goods like specialty crackers and explained that you could buy less crackers 
for a higher price there or you could go somewhere else and buy more for less 
(Interview 29 Aug 2018). At the DTM, much of the produce is displayed in 
wooden boxes around the size of a pint; each of these boxes are usually $4 or $5 
(CAN). For perspective, 3 to 4 heritage tomatoes [approximately the size of field 
tomatoes] would fit into a pint. These costs would add up if you are buying a 
week’s worth of food for a family. With larger families, especially those with 
young children, it can be difficult to solely shop at the DTM as you tend to buy 
produce in small quantities and it also has to align with the taste of children.  

In the surveys, the average amount of money market users would spend at 
the DTM is $25 and the most popular answer for users was spending between 
$20 and $40 (Surveys). Amongst the highest amount of money spent at the mar-
ket was $80 and additional money spent at the stores around the market (Survey). 
These are costs only associated with shopping at the DTM – every market user 
surveyed expressed going to another grocery store or farmers market to com-
plete their shopping. The only complaint made on a survey about the prices at 
the market was by a person of colour – who suggested that the market needs to 
be cheaper than the supermarket or have no taxes (Survey). One non-white, non-
market user was wary about using farmers markets because of the issue with 
resellers – they did not want to pay more for an item that would be identical to 
what they may get at a supermarket (Interview 18 Aug 2018). They also explained 
that they will shop “wherever there is a sale” (Interview 18 Aug 2018) – price is 
one of the most important factors when determining where this person shops.  
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It was surprising to find that not many market users were discussing issues 
with price or wishing the prices were lower. There could be a few reasons why 
price is not significant to them. This could be because those who attend the 
market may have a higher income and therefore this is not considered a big ex-
pense. It can also suggest that those who attend the DTM like how market food 
is priced – as it symbolizes how “good” it is and that it can be used as a status 
symbol. Lockie (2009) suggests that there is a tension with organic food, between 
making it accessible by making it cheaper or by keeping it inaccessible and having 
it be a niche product. Anguelovski (2015a: 185) considered this “food privilege,” 
in which access to healthy, natural foods are based on economic power. If mar-
ket food was accessible to everyone in the community, ethical consumers would 
not be able to differentiate themselves from industrial consumers and would lose 
this as a status symbol. With the premium pricing of market food, it suggests 
that good food is not for “non-elites” (Guthman 2003: 46).  

While industrial food may cost less, Belasco (2008) explains that this is be-
cause of the external costs, like environmental damages, are hidden and that 
these should be taken into consideration when purchasing food. But this idea is 
not necessarily realistic for people who are living with a limited income. As 
Belasco (2008) suggests that convenience comes to those who afford it; with 
pre-packaged industrial food, it seems as though it costs less, and is available to 
those who may not be able to afford farmer’s market products. While costs are 
hidden in industrial food as suggested by Belasco, there are also costs that are 
not accounted for in farmer’s market food. For example, during a market day, a 
person was going around asking market users and vendors for money – one 
vendor offered to provide produce instead. This offer was met with a reply about 
how they would love to take some food but they do not have a stove or oven to 
cook it with. These are costs that need to be considered when analysing the 
motivations of food choices in low-income areas. Due to the rising living costs 
and lack of housing in Peterborough, residents may not have a place to live or 
cook – and if they do, they may not have electricity. This event also shows that 
it may not matter how knowledgeable someone is, they still may not be able to 
have access to this space. 

4.3 Food and Market Criteria 
This section will examine the characteristics food needs to have to be considered 
“good” by market users. The proliferation of natural and organic products came 
about by marketers trying to alleviate insecurities consumers have about food 
safety issues (Belasco 2008). The idea of freshness becomes important when 
choosing food; throughout the surveys, many participants use the term “fresh” 
when describing what they buy from the market (Surveys). Participants assumed 
that people attend farmers markets to buy fresh product (Interviews). This was 
noticeable when sitting at a vendor’s stall for a day, where a market user picked 
up some produce and asked the vendor when they harvested it. When they re-
sponded with “yesterday,” the market user put the produce back and walked 
away without saying anything – a seemingly rude response which is out of the 
ordinary from other interactions I have observed at the market. Once they left, 
the vendor explained to me that they have to wake up early just to be at the 
market and could not wake up earlier to harvest produce that morning. With 
vendors living outside of Peterborough city, they prepare for markets the night 
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before and wake up around 5 or 6 in the morning to have stalls set up by 8:30 – 
it is reasonable that farmers are not able to harvest produce that morning. But 
this market user was expecting produce freshly picked that day and through their 
actions showed disappointment when the vendor was not able to offer up to 
their expectations. Criteria for “good food” and a good environmental space is 
determined by market users. Those apart of AFNs are the ones who determine 
what is good, green, or ethical consumption (Anguelovski 2015a).  

Another aspect of freshness is the colour and brightness of the produce 
(Belasco 2008). There are many ways that the DTM emphasizes the bright col-
ours of produce through social media and through vendor displays. Many ven-
dors brought up how the presentation of food is an important aspect of their 
work. One vendor expressed that, “the business of food is not just eating food… 
it’s a show” (Interview 25 July 2018). Vendors would also fill in gaps in their 
stalls once a market user bought something – to ensure that their stall never 
looked empty. Some vendors say that when a stall looks good it is a form of 
advertising (Interviews). With a stall that shows the brightness and abundance 
of produce, people may be more likely to stop by, even if they were not planning 
on buying anything. When I asked for permission to take a photo of one ven-
dor’s stall they said yes, but told me to wait so they could fill it up more with 
their product. In the end, they sent me another photo of their stall to use which 
had more variety of their produce. It is important for vendors to have a stall that 
is full of produce to show abundance. These aspects become important for social 
media marketing. The DTM’s Instagram photos of stalls all show full stalls and 
close-ups of brightly coloured produce. These photos were usually captioned 
with words like, “bounty,” “beautiful,” and “delicious” (Social Media). The 
DTM associates these characteristics towards good food. For market users, food 
also has to look beautiful and bountiful for it to be considered good food. 
Giorda (2018) expresses the importance of the presentation of a vendor’s stall 
and their food. “Presentation of food quality emphasizes craftsmanship and cul-
tural values more than affordability or provenance” (Giorda 2018: 747). [Please 
see Appendix F for fieldwork photos].  

All non-market users noted that they understand the food that is available 
at the DTM and farmer’s markets in general are better quality and “healthier” 
(Interviews). Even while expressing this, some participants implied some shame 
or guilt when discussing their food choices. Some participants stated that they 
know they should be going or that their diets do not fit in with foods you can 
buy at the farmers market (Interviews). This shows that the negative assump-
tions made by market users in regards to non-market users are affecting how 
non-market users are feeling about their food choices. Throughout the data, it 
becomes clear that non-market users are knowledgeable about the issues in the 
food system and expressed that they do think that going to a farmer’s market 
provides better quality and healthier food but have other reasons why they do 
not attend. While time and location does play a factor in why people choose to 
go or not go, it is not the only motivation. It also shows that market users are 
willing to pay farmers market pricing, but only if it they decide it is worth it. 
Ultimately, market user’s ethical food choices are not unconditional and they 
need to meet a certain expectation of “good food” that is based off of their own 
sets of standards. It seems as though participants ideas of what good food is, is 
not scientifically based, but of being the opposite to what people consider the 
“industrial food system.”  
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Using Belasco’s motivation of convenience, this paper overviews how time, 
price, and criteria influence food motivations and ethical consumerism. Work 
schedules and the location of the DTM did have an influence on whether or not 
residents attended the market. Throughout the data, it was also evident that the 
pricing of food was a significant motivating factor. Non-market users shopped 
at different stores for products with better pricing and sales. Those with larger 
families may be unable to fully shop at a farmer’s market due to pricing and 
smaller portions. Market users did not discuss issues of price which could indi-
cate that they are higher income and therefore it is not a large expense or that 
higher pricing is positive as this food can remain a status symbol. Lastly, this 
paper examined that market users will participate in ethical consumption if the 
food meets their criteria of good food which is bright, colourful, fresh products. 
This chapter explained how ethical consumerism in this context is conditional 
upon these different factors.  
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Chapter 5  
Ethical Consumption and Ideas of  
Responsibility 

Belasco (2008: 79) defines responsibility as, “meeting one’s obligations to oth-
ers.” This chapter will examine how market users’ food motivations include the 
need to attend a farmer’s market for the betterment of their community and also 
the environment. “Customer sovereignty does work” (Belasco 2008: 75). 
Belasco (2008) uses this quote to say that consumers can show corporations and 
governments that they value consuming ethically and therefore they should take 
ethics into consideration when making products. For this chapter, personal re-
sponsibility will refer to responsibility to one’s own health, social responsibility 
will refer to the obligation to one’s own community, and environmental respon-
sibility will refer to the need to be environmentally conscious and responsible 
for animal welfare.  

5.1 Personal Responsibility  
Personal health of the consumer is one of the dominant concerns with the food 
system (Belasco 2008). Market users who attend the DTM are thought to care 
where their food comes from and want to be responsible for what they put in 
their bodies (Interview 29 Aug 2018). This comes from the idea that farmers 
markets sell food that is healthier and has less additives than food you can buy 
at a grocery store (Interviews). The DTM provides consumers with a sense of 
food security – knowing that they are putting “good food” into their bodies. 
There are different types of personal responsibilities - one’s concern with their 
own health and also the concern for the health of future generations. On the 
first day of my fieldwork, it was pointed out that there are a lot of pregnant 
women who come to the market (Interview 18 July 2018). While this could be 
because they are on maternity leave and thus have more time to attend, it can 
also show the change in their diet to one that has less chemicals in them. The 
responsibility towards future generations goes beyond this and towards educat-
ing children about the importance of farmers markets. A goal for one of the 
vendors is to set up an “educational booth” for young children (Interview 29 
Aug 2018). This booth is meant to teach children about the food system, how 
important it is to know what you are putting in your body, the work that goes 
into growing food, and also the importance of local food (Interview 29 Aug 
2018). Davey (2018) also noticed this feeling of personal responsibility towards 
educating others and their families about “good food.” They note that this pro-
motes the idea that individuals should and are able to improve their communities 
and lives, rather than looking at the structural forces that may have caused these 
issues in the first place (Davey 2018).  

Knowing where your food comes from or knowing the farmer as an aspect 
of the DTM falls under the defestishization thesis. Gunderson (2014) explains 
defetishization is about informing the consumer about what they are buying and 
how it is produced. In theory, alternative markets allow a defetishization of con-
sumer goods and brings the consumer closer to their food which is thought to 
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strengthen civil society (Gunderson 2014). With one assumed to be personally 
responsible for their own food choices and health, it ignores other aspects that 
may involve the accessibility of food. The idea is, you are buying health and 
safety at the DTM because you know what is going into your food and you know 
who is growing it. Market users then, are displayed as healthy or “reflexive” eat-
ers – those who pay attention to food systems and their taste prefers healthier 
food (Guthman 2003: 46). Reflexive eaters actually being healthier is only an 
assumption and implied through this discourse (Guthman 2003). Through the 
proliferation of organic and natural foods, whether it is from the grocery store 
or from a farmer’s market, places the responsibility of food safety onto the indi-
vidual (Belasco 2008). The trust and relationship between farmers and market 
users will be further addressed in section 5.2.   

5.2 Social Responsibility 
Social responsibility in this paper includes obligations to one’s community and 
to other human beings. One common theme throughout the DTM is the rela-
tionship that vendors have with market users. This was addressed as many fa-
vourite aspects through the surveys and interviews with vendors. Supporting lo-
cal farmers came up as to why people come to the DTM. Market users follow 
up with vendors about how their produce turned out the week before. This 
shows that there’s not only an obligation to purchase food from farmers but to 
also let them know how their product was. Farmer’s in this space are held ac-
countable for the food that they provide. With face to face interactions, produc-
ers are more accountable for their food (Belasco 2008). While one vendor did 
bring up the issue of industrial food using exploited, migrant labour (Interview 
8 Aug 2018), this was not expressed as a motivation to buy food from the DTM 
by market users. This seems to be a common theme at predominately white 
farmers markets – where social responsibility for those who attend farmers mar-
kets are not as important as environmental responsibility (Alkon 2012). 

The Nourish Project is a program associated with the DTM to try to in-
crease access of healthy food to the low-income community of Peterborough. 
This program is made up of different workshops in which people can attend. 
These workshops involve cooking classes, gardening, canning, and other food-
related classes that last anywhere from one to three hours. By attending a work-
shop, the attendee will receive 10 nourish dollars which they can spend at the 
market. When vendors were asked about the Nourish Project – many of them 
expressed that it was a great initiative and accepted them. This shows the social 
responsibility vendors feel towards providing food security to low-income resi-
dents of Peterborough. One vendor expressed that they sometimes offer food 
to people who come to the market to ask for money (Informal Conversation). 
Another vendor has expressed that they wouldn’t give money to someone but 
would give food if they asked (Informal Conversation). But, with the Nourish 
Project, it does not tackle the underlying issues that make healthy food inacces-
sible. It also puts forth an idea that people should have to earn money or earn 
the ability to access food by requiring people to go through these workshops. 
Alkon’s (2012: 149) discourse of the “undeserving” poor becomes evident in the 
DTM – people would not provide money possibly due to the assumptions of 
low-income residents not earning it. Not realizing that they could buy a lot more 
food at one of the low-budget grocery stores than getting food from the market 
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which they may need to cook. As stated above in section 4.2, at grocery stores 
people can buy pre-prepared food which is useful when they do not have the 
facilities to cook. 

Another example of the undeserving poor was through a conversation while 
collecting a survey from a market user. The participant expressed that the new 
urban park was a bad idea due to its location which was “right beside a metha-
done clinic” (Informal Conversation). This attitude shows that environmental 
goods should only include those who are deserving of it and in this case was 
non-substance abuse residents. This shows that social responsibility only goes 
so far and it tends to be middle-income residents who decide who deserves en-
vironmental and social goods. Anguelovski (2015b: 1210) labels this as “envi-
ronmental privilege,” which is “exclusive access that whiter and wealthier resi-
dents have to prime environmental amenities and to exclusive green 
neighbourhoods.” In this sense, social justice goals seem to not be a priority in 
market users’ decisions around food. This is common amongst those attending 
farmers markets according to Alkon (2012), who states that people are willing to 
pay high prices for environmental green goods but the social justice is secondary. 
Anguelovski (2015b) made this evident in their case study of Jamaica Plain, Bos-
ton, that while the neighbourhood was gentrifying, anti-poor and anti-homeless 
behaviours became more overt.  

While market users show a responsibility towards their community and 
farmers, the farmers and the DTM show a responsibility to the community. In 
Ontario, a farmer’s market needs to have at least 60% of stalls dedicated to farm-
ers – the DTM has approximately 72% (Interview 29 Aug 2018). When deciding 
who can have a stall at the DTM each season, the priority is always given towards 
farmers (Interview 29 Aug 2018). The DTM shows responsibility to farmers by 
providing them with the most opportunities to be able to sell their product. The 
DTM also puts obligations on market users to continue to support local farmers. 
This was seen in one of their social media posts which exclaimed, “farmer’s work 
hard rain or shine to bring you local products” and telling people to come down 
to the market to show your support (Social Media). Pressure is put onto the 
community to buy local products because of the hard work that is put into it and 
community members should be obligated to purchase it. Food and farmer’s mar-
kets not only have to meet a certain criterion for market users, it also has to meet 
a certain criterion for vendors. Two vendors explained that they “trial-run” 
farmer’s markets before paying the registration fee for the season (Interviews). 
This allows farmers to determine whether or not they will receive many custom-
ers and if the time is worth the profit from the market. The need to succeed 
economically tends to take priority over social responsibility of farmers at a 
farmer’s market (Alkon 2012).  

5.3 Ecological Responsibility 
Vendor’s have expressed the importance of growing sustainably and organically. 
A meat vendor who I had the opportunity to speak with discussed that they 
spend a lot of their time at the market educating people on industrial meat pro-
duction (Interview 22 Aug 2018). They often question this way of meat produc-
tion and whether or not the animals are being treated with respect, if it is safe, 
and if the animals are happy (Interview 22 Aug 2018). Another vendor stated 
that while they do have to use organic spray on some of their produce to ensure 
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they don’t lose their crop, with the amount that they spray, they do not think its 
harmful to people or the environment (Interview 25 July 2018). Before they 
would not spray and try to torch pests – but this took too much time and they 
were not able to grow different crops; but they still strive to be as organic as 
possible (Interview 25 July 2018). Some vendors also pay a fee to be inspected 
and become a verified “MyPick” farmer (Interview 25 July 2018). A MyPick 
farmer at the DTM will have a large sign that shows information like how much 
of their produce is organic, where and how far away their farm is from the DTM. 
As said by some market users, the signage is appreciated so they know what they 
are buying. The DTM also frames other environmental issues around individual 
responsibility. This can be noted through a large sign placed on one of the mar-
ket days [please see Appendix F]. This sign is used to provide information about 
food waste and claims that a bulk of food waste comes from the household with 
the words “YOU can reduce food waste!” on it. Food waste is put on the re-
sponsibility of the individual – rather than noting the waste creation on the pro-
duction end of the food system that accounts for the majority of food waste.  

During the market user surveys, people expressed environmental responsi-
bility as being an important part of the market. Market users enjoyed shopping 
seasonally and the market being sustainable (Surveys). One market user stated 
that they like that there’s no packaging (Survey). While vendors did offer plastic 
bags to put their products in, many market users brought their own reusable 
bags. Market users expressed that they liked buying local products (Surveys). 
These all have implications of consumers cutting back on “food miles” – the 
distance it takes food to get from the farm to the consumer (Weber & Matthews 
2008: 3508). The current industrial food system degrades the soil, pollutes water, 
and is harmful to the environment through the use of chemical fertilizers 
(Belasco 2008). The idea of shopping at a farmer’s market allows consumers to 
avoid these pollutants and feel better about consuming. While a non-market user 
assumed people go to farmers markets mainly to buy organic produce that is, 
“not terrible for the environment” (Interview 18 Aug 2018), only few market 
users – around three – actually wrote the words “organic” or “sustainable” in 
what they buy or why they attend the DTM (Surveys). This could be either im-
plied when talking about “local” food or “seasonal” products – but it was not 
explicitly said. The assumptions that people want to buy organic came from ven-
dors and non-market users rather than market users.  

The relationships between vendors and market users seem to be built on 
trust and mutual responsibility. Market users put trust in the farmer to provide 
healthy, environmentally sustainable food for the community, while farmer’s put 
trust on market users to continue to purchase food from them. For ethical con-
sumerism, onus is put on the individual to bring about social and environmental 
goods. They are also to blame if they are not “healthy.” This excludes pressure 
from governments to enact policies to provide environmental and social goods. 
It also does not look at how systems of racism and classism can affect someone’s 
ability to participate in ethical consumerism. By following a market logic and 
placing responsibility on the individual, there is a creation of a hierarchy in which 
those who “care” or can afford to attend the DTM are thought as “superior” to 
those who do not or cannot. It also decides who is deserving and undeserving 
of environmental, social, and personal goods – which tend to be those who can 
afford it. This could be why social responsibility is not as important to market 
users of the DTM than environmental responsibility. With these examples, it 
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becomes clear that responsibility is conditional upon convenience. That is, mar-
ket users think it is important to be responsible, but only if they think it is worth 
it or up to their standards. This is seen with vendors as well; they feel responsible 
to provide healthy local food to communities, but only if they are able to make 
a profit and it is worth it to them.  

Ethical consumerism relies on the belief that the higher demand for envi-
ronmental goods will lead to the market shifting towards locally produced prod-
ucts (Alkon 2012). These foods, however, currently have premium pricing 
(Goodman et al. 2011). Therefore, quality foods are deserving of those who can 
afford to pay. In the Peterborough context, it seems like the higher demand for 
green products has led to a larger supply of places that sell green products – like 
health food restaurants and cafes. This in turn, can exacerbate the process of 
gentrification. With the idea that consuming good, sustainable food helps the 
food system, “only few consumers of a certain ethnicity and class can save the 
food system” (Goodman et al. 2011: 19). While social responsibility of ethical 
consumerism is addressed through supporting farmers, other responsibilities to 
social justice are ignored. With emphasis on “hard-working,” “local,” or “Cana-
dian” farmers, market users decide who is deserving of their money and support.  

Peterborough is currently undergoing “green gentrification” which happens 
when environmental improvements to a neighbourhood attract investors and 
new residents due to its label as a healthy and environmentally conscious space 
(Cohen 2018). These environmental changes can also take on the form of 
healthy food stores and spaces (Anguelovski 2015b), and in this case it is farmer’s 
markets. While revitalizing or beautifying a neighbourhood can be a positive 
thing, if it fails to consider already vulnerable residents of the area, environmen-
tal transformation can also displace low-income residents and people of colour 
(Anguelovski 2015b). In the Peterborough context, this can exacerbate the al-
ready existing housing crisis. When examining a community’s food security, it is 
also important to include housing security. “Food gentrification and housing 
gentrification are intertwined” (Cohen 2018: 4). Gentrification does not neces-
sarily have to physically remove people from their home – but can make resi-
dents feel “out-of-place” (Anguelovski 2015a: 184). One of the ways that people 
can feel excluded from the community is being unable to afford healthy, local 
food (Slocum 2006). With the DTM’s higher price point – it is inaccessible to 
many of the residents of Peterborough.  

While ethical consumerism is practised on a weekly basis at the DTM to 
bring about a better community – it fails to make any real changes by itself, and 
often leads to further inequities. Due to capitalism’s inherent harm to the envi-
ronment and exploitation of workers – it is unable to bring about a just food 
system (Gunderson 2014). Therefore, market-based solutions will be unsuccess-
ful in providing a more ethical society (Gunderson 2014). Ethical consumerism 
is practised on an individual level in which each person is obligated to regulate 
their behaviour – rather than the state or corporations (Lockie 2009). This indi-
vidualized responsibility drives ethical consumerism – it allows consumers who 
can afford green products to form their identity around this consumption, as 
responsible and socially conscious. The state’s responsibility now is only to pro-
vide information to consumer’s on how to make proper food choices (Lockie 
2009). This can be seen through the publications of national food guides, public 
service announcements, and certifications of food items. Lockie (2009: 200) also 
points out an important flaw in ethical consumerism and states, “the refusal to 
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buy a particular product does not necessarily result in the supply of more desir-
able alternatives.” Since market users still need to utilize grocery stores outside 
of farmers markets, more needs to be done to create a societal shift that goes 
beyond shopping.  
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Chapter 6  
Conclusion   

This paper has overviewed the Peterborough context and how some of its resi-
dents practise ethical consumerism through attending the DTM. It examines the 
motivations of these consumers using Belasco’s framework and why some peo-
ple do or do not attend the farmer’s market. By analysing ethical consumerism 
through identity, convenience, and responsibility, this paper shows how the Pe-
terborough community is formed through a white middle-class perspective, of-
ten excluding what does not fit into the ideal type. The DTM is predominately 
used by white residents who have also been attending the market for a longer 
period of time compared to people of colour. It also shows how there is a move 
towards individual responsibility to bring about social and environmental justice 
– leaving those who can afford it to determine who deserves this justice. In Pe-
terborough, healthy food does not have an issue of availability, but has an issue 
of access.  

This paper tries to fill in the gaps of Belasco’s framework – politicizing and 
problematizing the assumptions made through this framework. By only focusing 
on the North versus South, it limits the framework and excludes differentiation 
within these areas. His suggestions of how people can consume more ethically 
to bring about a just food system does not adequately address how class and race 
can affect food motivations and choices. Farmers markets play a significant role 
in ethical consumerism and how it can become a place of exclusion. Those who 
are low-income are unable to participate in these spaces. Through farmers mar-
kets, people are able to express their connection to place and their dedication to 
their community (Alkon 2012). This paper noted that this dedication is often 
conditional and only includes those who they decide are deserving. The disparity 
between those who cannot and those who can participate or those who are de-
serving and those who are undeserving creates a social hierarchy in the Peter-
borough community.  

Food choice is based on a variety of factors (Weber & Matthews 2008). 
These factors extend beyond identity, convenience of time, and responsibility as 
suggested by Belasco. While people feel they have a responsibility towards the 
environment, they do not feel they have a responsibility to certain people in the 
community. Green products tend to have a premium price compared to other 
products (Alkon 2012). This differential price point can be one of the main de-
terrents of participating in ethical consumerism. As stated by Goodman et al. 
(2011), without reflecting on systemic issues, localism is being used for exclusion 
rather than inclusion. This is the case happening in Peterborough. Being an eth-
ical consumer is conditional on price and whether or not the consumer is receiv-
ing a good value. Those who are defining the locality of Peterborough tend to 
be the white middle-class which often excludes certain identities of Peterbor-
ough. Ethical consumerism through farmers markets is not a resistance to capi-
talism, but a part of it (Goodman et al. 2011). Supplying Peterborough with more 
health food venues is not reducing food insecurity. Instead, there needs to be a 
drive towards food justice, which is motivated by providing low income resi-
dents and people of colour in the community with healthy food by making it 
more affordable (Anguelovski 2015a).  
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Ethical consumerism works within neoclassical economic theory and allows 
the government to distance itself from responsibility towards its citizens (John-
ston 2008). It is unable to provide an adequate role in social change due to its 
inaccessibility to the majority of those in its community. For farmers markets to 
be more equitable, Goodman et al. (2011: 15) suggest that these spaces should 
include “reflexive local politics.”  This would include local food systems recog-
nizing and addressing race, class, and gender and how it influences “right living 
and right eating” (Goodman et al. 2011: 15). The way that ethical consumerism 
is currently being practised at the DTM, it is not an effective solution to the 
social inequalities and environmental issues occurring in Peterborough and the 
broader system.  

5.1 What Now? 
The intention of this research is to examine the place of farmers markets in eth-
ical consumerism and activism and wants to address the inequalities that happen 
within these spaces and be critical of them. It was also written to address that 
these alternatives by themselves do not adequately address social and environ-
mental issues. As stated by Gunderson (2014: 113), “alternative food systems 
have shown that alternatives do exist – but individual consumptive habits are 
certainly not enough to create an ecologically sustainable and socially just food 
system.” As Lake et al. (2015: 16) would suggest, food insecurity and food justice 
are “wicked problems,” there is no one solution to address these issues, there is 
a multitude of actions that need to take place to ensure all aspects are heard and 
considered.  

To increase food security and food justice in Peterborough, the underlying 
issues that hinder food choices must be resolved. There have been different au-
thors that critique AFNs who have offered suggestions on how to improve these 
spaces (Cohen 2018; Goodman et al. 2011). As stated in the introduction, be-
cause food security is closely linked with housing security – there needs to be a 
better implementation of social and affordable housing in Peterborough. With 
access to affordable housing, residents would have the means to be able to cook. 
High rents reduce the amount of money for food consumption (Cohen 2018). 
Therefore, by reducing rents or providing affordable housing, Peterborough res-
idents will be able to direct more money to healthy food. Local food systems 
should call for inclusive discussion of how all residents of the community could 
improve on the community and food system (Goodman et al. 2011). By being 
reflexive in local food spaces, issues of exclusion and social hierarchy can be 
addressed. For the problem of food security in Peterborough to be adequately 
addressed, all of its residents have to be included in the conversation and sys-
temic forces of inequalities need to be recognized. 

5.2 Future Research 
Due to the limited scope of this paper, there is room for future research. It would 
be important to examine how or if market users practise their social and envi-
ronmental responsibilities outside of food consumption. In terms of the Peter-
borough context, due to the acceleration of changes in the community, it is a 
critical time to further examine gentrification and its effects on the housing crisis. 
Since the opening of the new farmer’s market, research should be conducted on 
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the acceleration of green gentrification in Downtown Peterborough. More re-
search should be dedicated towards micro-levels of ethical consumerism and lo-
cal spaces. As Anguelovski (2015b) suggests, there is little research addressing 
the everyday forms of injustice in urban spaces. Due to literature focusing on 
macro-levels, much of these everyday forms of injustices are overlooked. An-
other aspect of research that would be important is to examine market user’s 
social media and how they frame ethical consumption and “good food” through 
online posts.  
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Chapter 8 Appendices 

Appendix A: Market Rules & Regulations 
 

 

 
 
(Peterborough Downtown Market 2018a) 
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Appendix B: Market User Survey 
Market User Survey 
My name is Amanda Rylott and I am a student at the International Institute 

of Social Studies, The Netherlands, pursuing a Masters’ degree in Development 
Studies. The purpose of the study is to learn about the functioning of farmers’ 
markets and how it influences the diet of the local people.  

I would like to ask some questions about your experiences in shopping/us-
ing this market. This survey will be used in academic research 

I will not include any information that will make it possible to identify you. 
Taking part in this survey is completely voluntary and if you do not feel com-
fortable about answering some of these questions, please feel free not to answer 
them 

How long have you been coming to this Farmer’s Market? 
 

 
 

How often do you come to this Market?  
 

 
 

Why do you come here? 
 
 
 

What do you buy here? 

 
 
How much money do you spend at the market on average? 
 

 
 

Where do you shop on other days? What do you buy outside of this market? 
 
 
 

What foods are you excited about this year? 
 
 
 

What is your favourite aspect of this Market? 
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If you could change anything about this market, what would it be? 
 
 

Do you know about the Nourish Programs or Market Dollars? Do you par-
ticipate in these programs? 
 

 
 

Do you post on social media about the market and/or your food consump-
tion? 

 
 
 

Gender Identity:  
 
 

Race:  
 

 
Age: 

 
Appendix C: Consent Form Script 
Oral Consent Script 
I am a student at the International Institute of Social Studies, The Nether-

lands, pursuing a Masters’ degree in Development Studies. As part of the course 
requirements, I have to carry out a research study. I have chosen to study the 
farmers’ market in Peterborough. 

I would like to interview you as someone who has knowledge about the 
functioning of this market.   

What the study is about: The purpose of the study is to learn about the 
functioning of farmers’ markets and how it influences the diet of the local peo-
ple. 

What I will ask you to do: If you agree to be interviewed, I will ask you 
questions about your experiences in being part of the Peterborough Downtown 
Market. The interview will take about 20 to 30 minutes to complete. With your 
permission, I would also like to tape-record the interview. 

Risks + benefits: I do not anticipate any risks to you because of your par-
ticipation in this study. Although there are no direct benefits to you, the infor-
mation you provide is an important part of my research paper and will help me 
to better understand this topic.  

Your answers will be confidential. In the research paper, I will not in-
clude any information that will make it possible to identify you. I will change all 
names and identifying characteristics of you and any people you may talk about. 
Only I will have access to your information. If I tape-record the interview, I will 
destroy the digital voice files after they have been transcribed.  
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Taking part is voluntary. Taking part in this study is completely voluntary. 
You may skip any questions that you do not want to answer. If you decide to 
take part, you are free to withdraw/stop the interview at any time. 

If you have any questions: The researcher who is conducting this study is 
Amanda Rylott, MA Student, Agrarian Food and Environmental Studies, Inter-
national Institute of Social Studies, Netherlands. Please ask any questions you 
have now. If you have questions later you may contact me at 464689ar@stu-
dent.eur.nl. 

You have been given a copy of this consent form to keep. 
 
Appendix D: Interview Guides  

Due to the nature of semi-structured interviews, the following questions were just guides – 
other questions were asked depending on the participants answers. 

Non-Market User Questions:  
Tell me a little about yourself 
What you do, age, etc.  
How long have you been living in Peterborough for? 
Have you noticed a change in Peterborough from when you moved here 
until now? - what is it? 
Have you ever gone to the Wednesday Market - or any other Farmer’s Mar-
ket in Peterborough? Why/Why not 
Where do you shop for food? What do you buy? 
Why do you shop there? 
How much on average do you spend on groceries? 
Do you use social media to post about food or your food consumption? 
What do you post? 
Does any of your friends or family go to the Farmers Market (Wednesday)? 
Why do you think people go to the market or not go to the market? 
 

Vendor Questions: 
Tell me about your business/stall? 
How much does it cost to set up a stall? 
What made you get into this? 
Tell me about a day in the market. 
What is your favourite thing about the market? 
If you could change anything about the market, what would it be? 
What do you do with the leftovers? How do you make sure you have prod-
uct every week? 
Do you accept Nourish Dollars? 
Do you sell anywhere else? 
How do you market your products? 

mailto:464689ar@student.eur.nl
mailto:464689ar@student.eur.nl
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Do you use social media?  
My research also includes social media analysis - Would I be able to look 
through your page for data collection? 
Do you shop here as well? What do you buy? Where else do you shop? 

Market Manager Questions: 
Tell me about the market – when did it start? Why? What’s different about 
this farmers market? Why did you change locations? Costs involved? 
How many vendors are at the market? How do they get chosen? 
What are the costs of setting up a stall? 
Do you mostly shop here yourself? 
What roles does a market manager entail? Are you here every week? 
How is the market set up? Who does this? 
Nourish Project? How much is a Nourish dollar? How many do you get 
from attending a workshop? 
Where does the money from the stalls go to? 

 
Appendix E: Social Media Posts 

 
Above: Image of Description on DTM Website (Peterborough Downtown Market 

2018b) 
 
 

 
Above: Image of DTM Facebook Post (Peterborough Downtown Farmers’ Market 

2018) 
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Left: DTM Instagram Post (PtboDowntown-
Market 2018) 

 
 
Appendix F: Fieldwork Photos 

 
Above: Food Waste Sign at DTM (Rylott 2018a) 
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Above: Vendor’s Stall (Anonymous n.d.) sent via. Text message  

 
Above: Vendors Stall (Rylott 2018c) 
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Appendix G: Downtown Peterborough Food Environment (Rylott 2018b) 
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